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#419553

Topic: Newton's First Law

Give the magnitude and direction of the net force acting on 

(a) A drop of rain falling down with a constant speed. 

(b) A cork of mass   floating on water. 

(c) A kite skillfully held stationary in the sky. 

(d) A car moving with a constant velocity of   on a rough road. 

(e) A high-speed electron in space far from all material objects, and free of electric and magnetic fields.

Solution

(a) As the raindrop is falling with a constant speed, its acceleration, a = 0. Hence net force F= ma  = 0. 

 

(b) As the cork is floating on water, its weight is balanced by the upthrust due to water. Therefore, the net force on the cork is 0. 

 

(c) As the kite is held stationery, in accordance with the first law of motion, the net force on the kite is 0. 

 

(d) Force is being applied to overcome the force of friction. But as the velocity of the car is constant, its acceleration, a = 0. Hence net force on the car F = ma = 0. 

 

(e) As the high-speed electron in space is far away from all gravitating objects and free of electric and magnetic fields, the net force on the electron is 0. 

#419562

Topic: Newton's First Law

A pebble of mass  is thrown vertically upwards. Give the direction and magnitude of the net force on the pebble, 

(a) during its upward motion, 

(b) during its downward motion, 

(c) at the highest point where it is momentarily at rest. Do your answers change if the pebble was thrown at an angle of  with the horizontal direction?  

Ignore air resistance.

Solution

, in vertically downward direction, in all cases 

Acceleration due to gravity, irrespective of the direction of motion of an object, always acts downward. The gravitational force is the only force that acts on the pebble in all three

cases. Its magnitude is given by Newtons second law of motion as:

 

Where, 

Net force 

 Mass of the pebble  

 

     

The net force on the pebble in all three cases is  and this force acts in the downward direction. 

 

If the pebble is thrown at an angle of  with the horizontal direction, it will have both the horizontal and vertical components of velocity. At the highest point, only the vertical

component of velocity becomes zero. However, the pebble will have the horizontal component of velocity throughout its motion. This component of velocity produces no effect

on the net force acting on the pebble.

#419587

Topic: Dynamics of Circular Motion

One end of a string of length  is connected to a particle of mass  and the other to a small peg on a smooth horizontal table. If the particle moves in a circle with speed  the

net force on the particle ( directed towards the centre ) is : 

A

10 g

30 km/h

0.05kg

45o

0.5N

F = ma

F =

m = = 0.05kg

a = g =10m/s2

F = 0.05 × 10 = 0.5N

0.5N

45o

l m v

T

2
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B

C

D

Solution

When a particle connected to a string revolves in a circular path around a centre, the centripetal force is provided by the tension produced in the string. Hence, in the given

case, the net force on the particle is the tension , i.e.,  

 

Where  is the net force acting on the particle.

#419592

Topic: Newton's Second Law

A constant retarding force of   is applied to a body of mass   moving initially with a speed of  . How long does the body take to stop?

Solution

Retarding force, F = 50 N 

Mass of the body, m = 20 kg 

Initial velocity of the body, u = 15 m/s 

Final velocity of the body, v = 0 

Using Newtons second law of motion, the acceleration ( ) produced is given by: 

   

 

Using the first equation of motion, the time ( ) taken by the body to come at rest 

 

#419606

Topic: Application of Newton's Laws of motion

A rocket with a lift-off mass  is blasted upwards with an initial acceleration of . Calculate the initial thrust (force) of the blast.

Solution

Mass of rocket, 

Initial acceleration,  

   

Using Newton's second law of motion, the net force (thrust) acting on the rocket is given as:

#419614

Topic: Dynamics of Circular Motion

A stone tied to the end of a string 80 cm long is whirled in a horizontal circle with a constant speed. If the stone makes 14 revolutions in 25 s, what is the magnitude

and direction of acceleration of the stone ?

Solution

Frequency  

Angular velocity  

Acceleration is  

The direction is along the radius at every point towards the centre.

T −
mv2

l

T +
mv2

l

0

T

F = T =
mv2

l

F

50 N 20 kg 15 ms−1

a

F = ma

50 = 20 ×a

a = −50/20 = −2.5m/s2

t

v = u+ at

t = −u/a = −15/ − 2.5 = 6s

20, 000kg 5.0ms−2

m = 20, 000kg

a = 5m/s2

g = 10m/s2

F = mg +ma = 20000(10 + 5) = 20000 × 15 = 3 × N105

f = Hz
14

25

ω = 2πf = rad/s = 3.52rad/s
28π

25
a = r = × 0.8 = 9.9m/ω2 3.522 s2
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#419615

Topic: Dynamics of Circular Motion

An aircraft executes a horizontal loop of radius 1.00 km with a steady speed of 900 km/h. Compare its centripetal acceleration with the acceleration due to gravity.

Solution

Radius of the loop, r = 1 km = 1000 m 

Speed of the aircraft, v = 900 km/h = 900  5 / 18  =  250 m/s 

Centripetal acceleration, ac = v  / r  

= (250)2 / 1000 = 62.5 m/s  

Acceleration due to gravity, g = 9.8 m/s  

 

ac / g = 62.5 / 9.8  =  6.38 

ac = 6.38 g

#419631

Topic: Impulse

Figure shows the position-time graph of a particle of mass . What is  

the (a) force on the particle for  (b) impulse at t = 0 and t = 4 s? (Consider one-dimensional motion only).

Solution

(a) 

 for straight lines

Hence,  for all the regions

(b) 

 

  

For 

       

     

Impulse at 

Impulse at  

#419637

Topic: Newton's Second Law

Two bodies of masses   and   respectively, kept on a smooth, horizontal surface are tied to the ends of a light string. A horizontal force     is applied to(i) A (ii)

B along the direction of string. What is the tension in the string in each case?

Solution

2

2

2

4kg

t < 0, t > 4s, 0 < t < 4s

Force = ma

a = = 0
xd2

dt2

F = 0

Impulse = F × t

= m( − )v2 v1

v = dx/dt

t < 0, v = 0

0 < t < 4, v = 3/4m/s

t > 4, v = 0

t = 0 : 4 × ( − 0) = 3m/s
3

4

t = 4 : 4 × (0 − ) = −3m/s
3

4

10 kg 20 kg F = 600 N
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Horizontal force, F = 600 N 

Mass of body A, m1 = 10 kg 

Mass of body B, m2 = 20 kg 

Total mass of the system, m = m1 + m2 = 30 kg 

Using Newtons second law of motion, the acceleration (a) produced in the system can be calculated as: 

F = ma 

 a = F / m  =  600 / 30  =  20 m/s  

When force F is applied on body A: 

(http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-hHBDq4nc1-E/VPsQWXJBH8I/AAAAAAAAEZA/eBiamSS0iJU/s1600/fig-3-chapter-5-class-11th.png)The equation of motion can be written as:F -

 T = m1a 

T = F  - (m1)a 

= 600 - 10   20 = 400 N  (i) 

 

 

When force F is applied on body B:  

(http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-NOe9huRo_1w/VPsQn4WwYII/AAAAAAAAEZI/yd2njMDIJGA/s1600/fig-4-chapter-5-class-11th.png)The equation of motion can be written as:F - T = m2a 

T = F - (m2)a 

T = 600 - 20   20 = 200 N  (ii) 

which is different from value of T in case (i). Hence our answer depends on which mass end, the force is applied.

#419641

Topic: Impulse

Two billiard balls each of mass  moving in opposite directions with speed collide and rebound with the same speed. What is the impulse imparted to each ball

due to the other?

Solution

Mass of each ball = 0.05 kg 

Initial velocity of each ball = 6 m/s 

Magnitude of the initial momentum of each ball,    

After collision, the balls change their directions of motion without changing the magnitudes of their velocity. 

Final momentum of first ball, 

Final momentum of second ball,  

Impulse imparted to first ball = 

Impulse imparted to second ball =  

The negative sign indicates that the impulses imparted to the balls are opposite in direction.

#419643

Topic: Impulse

A batsman deflects a ball by an angle of  without changing its initial speed which is equal to . What is the impulse imparted to the ball? (Mass of the ball is ).

Solution

2

×

×

0.05kg 6ms−1

= 0.3 kg m/sPi

= −0.3 kg m/sP1f

= 0.3 kg m/sP2f

− = −0.3 − 0.3 kg m/s = −0.6 kg m/sP1f P1i

− = 0.3 − (−0.3) = 0.6 kg m/sP2f P2i

45o 54km/h 0.15kg

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-hHBDq4nc1-E/VPsQWXJBH8I/AAAAAAAAEZA/eBiamSS0iJU/s1600/fig-3-chapter-5-class-11th.png
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-NOe9huRo_1w/VPsQn4WwYII/AAAAAAAAEZI/yd2njMDIJGA/s1600/fig-4-chapter-5-class-11th.png
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The given situation can be represented as shown in the following figure. 

(http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-JIwOEBmn6Is/VPuzOjo506I/AAAAAAAAEZo/CvxfyUlC34M/s1600/fig-6-chapter-5-class-11th.png)Where AO = Incident path of the ball 

OB = Path followed by the ball after deflection 

AOB = Angle between the incident and deflected paths of the ball = 45  

AOP = BOP =  

Initial and final velocities of the ball = v  

Horizontal component of the initial velocity = vcos   along RO 

Vertical component of the initial velocity = vsin   along PO 

Horizontal component of the final velocity = vcos   along OS 

Vertical component of the final velocity = vsin  along OP 

The horizontal components of velocities suffer no change. The vertical components of velocities are in the opposite directions. 

Impulse imparted to the ball = Change in the linear momentum of the ball 

= mvCos  - (-mvCos )  =  2mvCos  

Mass of the ball, m = 0.15 kg 

Velocity of the ball, v = 54 km/h = 15 m/s 

Impulse = 2   0.15   15 cos 22.5 = 4.16 kg m/s normally outwards to the face of the bat 

#419647

Topic: Dynamics of Circular Motion

A stone of mass  tied to the end of a string is whirled round in a circle of radius  with a speed of  in a horizontal plane. What is the tension in the

string? What is the maximum speed with which the stone can be whirled around if the string can withstand a maximum tension of ?

Solution

Mass of the stone, 

Radius of the circle,  

Number of revolution per second,  

Angular velocity, 

The centripetal force for the stone is provided by the tension , in the string, i.e.,

 

 

=  

Maximum tension in the string,  =  

 =  

 = (  

=  

=  =  

Therefore, the maximum speed of the stone is .

#419661

Topic: Newton's Second Law

o

= θ22.5o

θ

θ

θ

θ

θ θ θ

× ×

0.25 kg 1.5 m 40 rev. /min

200 N

m = 0.25 kg

r = 1.5 m

n = 40/60 = 2/3rps

ω = 2πn

T

T = m rω2

= 0.25 × 1.5 × (2 × 3.14 × (2/3))2

6.57 N

Tmax 200 N

Tmax m /rv2
max

vmax Tmaxr/m)1/2

(200 ×  1.5/0.25)1/2

(1200)1/2 34.64 m/s

34.64 m/s

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-JIwOEBmn6Is/VPuzOjo506I/AAAAAAAAEZo/CvxfyUlC34M/s1600/fig-6-chapter-5-class-11th.png
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Explain why

(a) A horse cannot pull a cart and run in empty space.

(b) Passengers are thrown forward from their seats when a speeding bus stops suddenly.

(c) It is easier to pull a lawn mower than to push it.

(d) A cricketer moves his hands backwards while holding a catch.

 

Solution

(a) While trying to pull a cart, a horse pushes the ground backward with some force. The ground in turn exerts an equal and opposite reaction force upon the feet of the horse.

This reaction force causes the horse to move forward. 

An empty space is devoid of any such reaction force. Therefore, a horse cannot pull a cart and run in empty space.

(b) This is due to inertia of motion. When a speeding bus stops suddenly, the lower part of a passenger's body, which is in contact with the seat, suddenly comes to rest.

However, the upper part tends to remain in motion (as per the first law of motion). As a result, the passenger's upper body is thrown forward in the direction in which the bus was

moving.

(c) While pulling a lawn mower, a force at an angle is applied on it, as shown in the given figure. 

The vertical component of this applied force acts upward. This reduces the effective weight of the mower. 

On the other hand, while pushing a lawn mower, a force at an angle is applied on it, as shown in the following figure. 

In this case, the vertical component of the applied force acts in the direction of the weight of the mower. This increases the effective weight of the mower. 

Since the effective weight of the lawn mower is lesser in the first case, pulling the lawn mower is easier than pushing it.

(d) According to Newtons second law of motion, we have the equation of motion: 

F = ma = m v /t      ...(i) 

Where, 

F = Stopping force experienced by the cricketer as he catches the ball 

m = Mass of the ball 

t = Time of impact of the ball with the hand 

It can be inferred from equation (i) that the impact force is inversely proportional to the impact time, i.e., 

F   1 / t      ....(ii)  

Equation (ii) shows that the force experienced by the cricketer decreases if the time of impact increases and vice versa. 

While taking a catch, a cricketer moves his hand backward so as to increase the time of impact (t). This is turn results in the decrease in the stopping force, thereby preventing

the hands of the cricketer from getting hurt.

 

 

 

 

 

#419678

Topic: Newton's Third Law

∝
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A helicopter of mass   rises with a vertical acceleration of  . The crew and the passengers weigh  . Give the magnitude and direction of the

(a) Force on the floor by the crew and passengers.

(b) Action of the rotor of the helicopter on the surrounding air.

(c) Force on the helicopter due to the surrounding air.

Solution

Mass of the helicopter, mh = 1000 kg 

Mass of the crew and passengers, mp = 300 kg 

Total mass of the system, m = 1300 kg 

Acceleration of the helicopter, a = 15 m/s  

(a) 

Using Newtons second law of motion, the reaction force R, on the system by the floor can be calculated as: 

R  - mg = ma 

= m(g + a) 

= 300 x (10 + 15)  

= 7500 N 

Since the helicopter is accelerating vertically upward, the reaction force will also be directed upward. Therefore, as per Newtons third law of motion, the force on the floor by the

crew and passengers is 7500 N, directed downward.

(b) 

R' - mg = ma 

= m(g + a) 

= 1300  x (10 + 15) 

= 32500 N 

The reaction force experienced by the helicopter from the surrounding air is acting upward. Hence, as per Newtons third law of motion, the action of the rotor on the

surrounding air will be 32500 N, directed downward.

(c) The force on the helicopter due to the surrounding air is 32500 N, directed upward.

#419689

Topic: Application of Newton's Laws of motion

Ten one-rupee coins are put on top of each other on a table. Each coin has a mass . Give the magnitude and direction of

(a) The force on the  coin (counted from the bottom) due to all the coins on its top.

(b) The force on the  coin by the eighth coin.

(c) The reaction of the  coin on the  coin.

 

Solution

(a) Force on the seventh coin is exerted by the weight of the three coins on its top.Weight of one coin = mg 

Weight of three coins = 3mg 

Hence, the force exerted on the 7th coin by the three coins on its top is 3mg. This force acts vertically downward.

(b) Force on the seventh coin by the eight coin is same as the Force on the 7th coin due to top three coins.

(c) The 6th coin experiences a downward force because of the weight of the four coins (7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th) on its top. 

Therefore, the total downward force experienced by the 6th coin is 4mg. 

As per Newtons third law of motion, the 6th coin will produce an equal reaction force on the 7th coin, but in the opposite direction. Hence, the reaction force of the 6th coin on

the 7th coin is of magnitude 4mg. This force acts in the upward direction. 

#419696

Topic: Dynamics of Circular Motion

An aircraft executes a horizontal loop at a speed of  with its wings banked at . What is the radius of the loop?

1000 kg 15 m/s2 300 kg

2

m

7th

7th

6th 7th

720 km/h 150
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Solution

Speed of the aircraft, .

Acceleration due to gravity, 

Angle of banking = 

For radius, , of the loop, we have the relation:

 

 

=  / ( )

= 

= 

#419700

Topic: Dynamics of Circular Motion

A train runs along an unbanked circular track of radius 30 m at a speed of 54 km/h.The mass of the train is  kg. What provides the centripetal force required for this purpose-

The engine or the rails ? What is the angle of banking required to prevent wearing out of the rail ?

Solution

The centripetal force is provided by the lateral thrust by the rail on the flanges of the wheels. By the Third Law, the train exerts an equal and opposite thrust on the rail causing

its wear and tear. 

  

#419706

Topic: Application of Newton's Laws of motion

A block of mass   is raised by a   man in two different ways as shown in figure What is the action on the floor by the man in the two cases? If the floor yields to a

normal force of  ,which mode should the man adopt to lift the block without the floor yielding.

Solution

v = 720 km/h = 720 × 5/18 = 200 m/s

g = 10m/s2

15o

r

Ncosθ = mg

Nsinθ =
mu2

R

tanθ = /Rgu2

r = /g tanu2 θ

2002 10 tan15o

4000/0.26

14.92 km

10

θ = ta ( ) = ta ( ) =n−1 v2

gR
n−1 152

30 × 10
36.86o

25 kg 50 kg

700 N
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750 N and 250 N in the respective cases; Method (b)Mass of the block, m = 25 kg 

Mass of the man, M = 50 kg 

Acceleration due to gravity, g = 10 m/s  

Force applied on the block, F = 25   10 = 250 N 

Weight of the man, W = 50   10 = 500 N 

 

Case (a): When the man lifts the block directly 

In this case, the man applies a force in the upward direction. This increases his apparent weight. 

Action on the floor by the man = 250 + 500 = 750 N 

 

Case (b): When the man lifts the block using a pulley 

In this case, the man applies a force in the downward direction. This decreases his apparent weight. 

Action on the floor by the man = 500 - 250 = 250 N 

 

If the floor can yield to a normal force of 700 N, then the man should adopt the second method to easily lift the block by applying lesser force. 

#419715

Topic: Application of Newton's Laws of motion

A monkey of mass   climbs on a rope which can stand a maximum tension of  . In which of the following cases will the rope break. When the monkey

(a) Climbs up with an acceleration of  .

(b) Climbs down with an acceleration of  .

(c) Climbs up with a uniform speed of  .

(d) Falls down the rope nearly freely under gravity.

 

(Ignore the mass of the rope)

Solution

2

×

×

40 kg 600 N

6 ms−2

4 ms−2

5 ms−1
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(a)

Mass of the monkey, m = 40 kg 

Acceleration due to gravity, g = 10 m/s 

Maximum tension that the rope can bear, Tmax = 600 N 

Acceleration of the monkey, a = 6 m/s  upward 

Using Newtons second law of motion, we can write the equation of motion as: 

T  mg = ma 

T = m(g + a) 

= 40 (10 + 6)  

= 640 N 

Since T > T , the rope will break in this case. 

(b) 

Acceleration of the monkey, a = 4 m/s  downward 

Using Newtons second law of motion, we can write the equation of motion as: 

mg  T = ma 

T = m (g- a) 

= 40(10-4)  

= 240 N 

Since T < T , the rope will not break in this case.

(c) 

The monkey is climbing with a uniform speed of 5 m/s. Therefore, its acceleration is zero, i.e., a = 0. 

Using Newtons second law of motion, we can write the equation of motion as: 

T - mg = ma 

T- mg = 0  

T = mg 

= 40   10  

= 400 N 

Since T < T , the rope will not break in this case.

(d)

When the monkey falls freely under gravity, its will acceleration become equal to the acceleration due to gravity, i.e., a = g 

Using Newtons second law of motion, we can write the equation of motion as: 

mg + T = mg 

T = m(g -g) = 0 

Since T < T , the rope will not break in this case. 

 

#419727

Topic: Kinetic Friction

2

max

2

max

×

max

max
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Two bodies  and  of mass  and , in contact with each other rest on a table against a rigid wall (see figure). The coefficient of friction between the bodies and the

table is . A force of  is applied horizontally to . What are 

(a) the reaction of the partition. 

(b) the action-reaction forces between  and ? What happens when the wall is removed? 

Does the answer to (b) change, when the bodies are in motion? Ignore the difference between  and .

Solution

A B 5kg 10kg

0.15 200N A

A B

μs μk
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(a) 

Mass of body A, m  =5 kg  

Mass of body B, m  = 10 kg 

Applied force,  

Coefficient of friction, 

The force of friction is given by the relation:

= 0.15 (5+ 10) 10

= 1.5 x 15 = 22.5 N leftward

Net force acting on the partition  rightward

As per Newtons third law of motion, the reaction force of the partition will be in the direction opposite to the net applied force. 

Hence, the reaction of the partition will be 177.5 N, in the leftward direction.

(b) 

Force of friction on mass A: F  =  

 leftward 

Net force exerted by mass A on mass  rightward

As per Newtons third law of motion, an equal amount of reaction force will be exerted by mass B on mass A, i.e.,  acting leftward.

When the wall is removed, the two bodies will move in the direction of the applied force. 

Net force acting on the moving system = 

The equation of motion for the system of acceleration a,can be written as:

Net force= (m  + m ) a

a = Net force / (m  + m )

=  m/s

 

Net force causing mass A to move:

F  = m  

Net force exerted by mass A on mass B = 192.5 - 59.15 = 133.35 N 

 

This force will act in the direction of motion. As per Newtons third law of motion, an equal amount of force will be exerted by mass B on mass A, i.e., 133.3 N, acting opposite to

the direction of motion

#419728

Topic: Dynamics of Circular Motion

A cyclist is riding with a speed of 27 km/h. As he approaches a circular turn on the road of radius 80 m, he applies brakes and reduces his speed at the constant rate of 0.50 m/s

every second. What is the magnitude and direction of the net acceleration of the cyclist on the circular turn ?

Solution

A

B

F = 200N

= 0.15μs

= μ( + )gfs mA mB

= 200 − 22.5 = 177.5N

A μmg

= 0.15x5x10 = 7.5N

B = 2007.5 = 192.5N

192.5N

177.5N

A B

A B

177.5/(5 + 10) = 177.5/15 = 11.83 2

A A a = 5 × 11.83 = 59.15N
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Net acceleration is due to braking and centripetal acceleration

 

Due to Braking,

Speed of the cyclist,  

Radius of the circular turn,  

Centripetal acceleration is given as: 

 

 

 

 

Since the angle between  and  is 90 , the resultant acceleration a is given by:

 

where  is the angle of the resultant with the direction of the velocity. 

 

#419744

Topic: Static Friction

A block of mass  is placed on a long trolley. The coefficient of static friction between the block and the trolley is . The trolley accelerates from rest with  for 

and then moves with uniform velocity. Discuss the motion of the block as viewed by,

(a) a stationary observer on the ground. 

(b) an observer moving with the trolley.

Solution

Mass of the block, m = 15 kg 

Coefficient of static friction,  = 0.18 

Acceleration of the trolley, a = 0.5 m/s  

As per Newtons second law of motion, the force (F) on the block caused by the motion of the trolley is given by the relation: 

F = ma = 15 x 0.5 = 7.5 N 

This force is acted in the direction of motion of the trolley. 

Force of static friction between the block and the trolley: 

f = mg 

= 0.18 15  10 = 27 N

The force of static friction between the block and the trolley is greater than the applied external force. Hence, for an observer on the ground, the block will appear to be at rest. 

When the trolley moves with uniform velocity there will be no applied external force. Only the force of friction will act on the block in this situation. 

 

(b) An observer, moving with the trolley, has some acceleration. This is the case of non-inertial frame of reference. The frictional force, acting on the trolley backward, is opposed

by a pseudo force of the same magnitude. However, this force acts in the opposite direction. Thus, the trolley will appear to be at rest for the observer moving with the trolley. 

#419747

Topic: Kinetic Friction

= 0.5m/aT s2

v = 27km/h = 7.5m/s

r = 80m

=ac
V 2

r

( )/80 = 0.70m/7.52 s2

ac aT
0

a = ( +a2
c a2

T )2

( + = 0.86m/0.72 0.52)2 s2

tanθ =
ac

aT

θ

tanθ = = 1.4
0.7

0.5
θ = ta (1.4) =n−1 54.560

15kg 0.18 0.5ms−2 20s

2

× ×
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The rear side of a truck is open and a box of  mass is placed  away from the open end as shown in figure. The coefficient of friction between the box and the surface

below it is . On a straight road, the truck starts from rest and accelerates with . At what distance from the starting point does the box fall off the truck? (Ignore the size

of the box).

Solution

Mass of the box, m = 40 kg

Coefficient of friction,  = 0.15 

Initial velocity, u = 0 

Acceleration, a = 2 m/s  

Distance of the box from the end of the truck, s'= 5 m 

 

As per Newtons second law of motion, the force on the box caused by the accelerated motion of the truck is given by: 

F = ma = 40 x  2 = 80 N 

As per Newtons third law of motion, a reaction force of 80 N is acting on the box in the backward direction. The backward motion of the box is opposed by the force of friction f,

acting between the box and the floor of the truck. This force is given by: 

 

Net force acting on the block: 

F  = 80 - 60 = 20 N backward 

The backward acceleration produced in the box is given by: 

a  = F  / m  

=  20 / 40 = 0.5 m/s  

 

Using the second equation of motion, time t can be calculated as:  

s' = ut + (1/2)a t  

5 = 0 + (1/2) x 0.5 x t  

 

Hence, the box will fall from the truck after 20 s from start. 

The distance s, travelled by the truck in 20 s is given by the relation: 

s = ut + (1/2)at  

= 0 + (1/2) x 2 x (20) 

= 20 m 

#419749

Topic: Dynamics of Circular Motion

A disc revolves with a speed of  , and has a radius of . Two coins are placed at  and  away from the centre of the record. If the coefficient of

friction between the coins and the record is , which of the coins will revolve with the record?

Solution

40kg 5m

0.15 2ms−2

μ

2

f = μmg = 0.15 × 40 × 10 = 60N

net

back net

2

back
2

2

t = s20−−√

2

33 1
3
rev/min 15 cm 4 cm 14 cm

0.15
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Coin placed at 4 cm from the centre

 

Mass of each coin = m

Radius of the disc, r = 15 cm = 0.15 m

Frequency of revolution,  = 100 / 3 rev/min = 100 / (3 x 60) = 5 / 9 rev/s

Coefficient of friction,  = 0.15

 

In the given situation, the coin having a force of friction greater than or equal to the centripetal force provided by the rotation of the disc will revolve with the disc. If this is not

the case, then the coin will slip from the disc.

 

Coin placed at 4 cm:

Radius of revolution, r' = 4 cm = 0.04 m

Angular frequency,  

Frictional force, 

Centripetal force on the coin: . = mr'

= m x 0.04 x (3.49) 

= 0.49 m N

Since f > , the coin will revolve along with the record.

 

Coin placed at 14 cm:

Radius, r" = 14 cm = 0.14 m

Angular frequency,  = 3.49 s

Frictional force, f' = 1.5m N

Centripetal force is given as:

. = mr"

= 

Since f < ., the coin will slip from the surface of the record. 

#419755

Topic: Dynamics of Circular Motion

You may have seen in a circus a motorcyclist driving in vertical loops inside a death well (a hollow spherical chamber with holes, so the spectators can watch from

outside). Explain clearly why the motorcyclist does not drop down when he is at the uppermost point, with no support from below. What is the minimum speed required at

the uppermost position to perform a vertical loop if the radius of the chamber is ?

Solution

= 2πN = 2 × (22/7) × (5/9) = 3.49rad/s

f = μmg = 0.15m× 10 = 1.5mN

Fcent ω2

2

Fcent

−1

Fcent ω2

m× 0.14 × (3.49)2

= 1.7mN

Fcent

25 m
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When the motorcyclist is at the highest point of the death - well, the normal reaction R on the motorcyclist by the ceiling of the chamber acts downwards. His weight mg

also act downwards. 

 

Here v is the speed of the motorcyclist and m is the mass of does not fall down. The minimum speed required to perform a vertical loop is given by equation (1) when R = 0. 

Therefore, . 

So, the minimum speed, at the top, required to perform a vertical loop is 15.65 m/s. 

 

#463067

Topic: Basics of Friction

Fill in the blanks 

(a) Friction opposes the .............. between the surfaces in contact with each other. 

(b) Friction depends on the ............... of surfaces. 

(c) Friction produces ................... . 

(d) Sprinkling of powder on the carrom board ................. friction. 

(e) Sliding friction is ................ than the static friction.

Solution

(a) Friction opposes the motion between the surfaces in contact with each other.

(b) Friction depends on the nature of surfaces.

(c) Friction produces heat.

(d) Sprinkling of powder on the carrom board reduces friction.

(e) Sliding friction is less than the static friction.

#463069

Topic: Basics of Friction

Alida runs her toy car on dry marble floor, wet marble floor, newspaper and towel spread on the floor. The force of friction acting on the car on different surfaces in increasing

order will be 

A Wet marble floor, dry marble floor, newspaper and towel.

B Newspaper, towel, dry marble floor, wet marble floor.

C Towel, newspaper, dry marble floor, wet marble floor.

D Wet marble floor, dry marble floor, towel, newspaper.

Solution

The nature of the surfaces in contacts decides the friction force between them. The friction force will be more if the surfaces in contact are rougher. 

Among the following the  is least rough therefore least friction force. Then the increasing order of roughness is  and most

rough is . Therefore the friction force will also be in same order. 

#463070

Topic: Basics of Friction

Suppose your writing desk is titled a little. A book kept on it starts sliding down. Show the direction of frictional force acting on it.

Solution

= m ⇒ R+mg =Fnet ac
mv2

r

mg = or = gr or = = = 15.65 m/smvmin
2

r vmin
2 vmin gr−−√ 9.8 × 25m/s

− −−−−−−−−−√

wet marble floor dry marble floor, news paper

towel
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Frictional force acts between the book and the surface of the desk once the book start sliding on the writing desks. Therefore, the direction of frictional force is opposite to the

direction of its motion as shown in the figure.

#463071

Topic: Basics of Friction

You spill a bucket of soapy water on a marble floor accidentally. Would it make it easier or more difficult for you to walk on the floor? Why?

Solution

Soapy marble floor reduces the friction of the surface therefore it becomes more difficult to walk on the soapy marble floor.

This happens because to move forward we need to push the ground in backward direction which become difficult if friction is less.

#463072

Topic: Basics of Friction

Explain why sportsmen use shoes with spikes.

Solution

Sportsman use shoes with spikes to increase the force of friction between the shoes and the ground. The increased force of friction give them a better grip while running.

#463073

Topic: Basics of Friction

Iqbal has to push a lighter box and Seema has to push a similar heavier box on the same floor. Who will have to apply a larger force and why?

Solution

Force of friction increases with the increase in the weight of the object. This is because the interlocking between the two surfaces increases with the weight and greater force is

required to overcome the interlocking.

Therefore, Seema has to apply a larger force.

#463074

Topic: Basics of Friction

Explain why the sliding friction is less than the static friction.

Solution

Static friction is little more than sliding friction for any given pair of surfaces. Once the motion starts, the friction becomes slightly less than the maximum static friction called the

limiting friction.

Once this motion stars, the irregularities act just as an obstruction against their relative motion, they are not interlocked now.

Therefore, it is easier to move the object when it is already in motion than to start it from rest.

#463075

Topic: Basics of Friction

Give examples to show that friction is both a friend and a foe.

Solution
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Friction is a friend because it helps us walking on the ground.

Friction is a foe because in machinery as it is the cause of wearing out of parts.

#464656

Topic: Newton's First Law

An object experience a net zero external unbalanced force. Is it possible for the object to be travelling with a non-zero velocity? If yes, state the conditions that must be placed

on the magnitude and direction of the velocity. If no, provide a reason. 

Solution

If          

    

Thus if an object was moving with any velocity initially, then it will move with non-zero velocity even when it experiences a net zero unbalanced force.

By Newton's First law of motion, a body remains in the state of rest or uniform motion unless an external force is applied on it. So, if the body has some initial velocity and net

force applied is zero, it will continue to move with the same initial velocity.

#464657

Topic: Newton's First Law

When a carpet is beaten with a stick, dust comes out of it. Explain. 

Solution

When a carpet is beaten with a stick, the dust comes out of it because of law of inertia.

Initially the dust particles are at rest along with the carpet. Beating the carpet with the stick makes the carpet to move but the dust particles remain at rest due to inertia at rest,

thus the dust gets detached from the carpet.

#464658

Topic: Newton's First Law

Why is it advised to tie any luggage kept on the roof of a bus with a rope? 

Solution

When the bus moves in forward direction, the luggage kept on the roof also moves along with the bus in forward direction. Now when the bus suddenly stops, it comes to rest

but the luggage is still in motion in forward direction due to inertia of motion, thus the luggage falls off the roof of bus.

Hence it is advised to tie it. 

#464659

Topic: Newton's Second Law

A batsman hits a cricket ball which then rolls on a level ground. After covering a short distance, the ball comes to rest. The ball slows a stop because 

A The batsman did not hit the ball hard enough

B Velocity is proportional to the force exerted on the ball

C There is a force on the ball opposing the motion

D There is no unbalanced force on the ball, so the ball would want to come to rest

Solution

When the ball rolls on the ground, the ground exerts a friction force on the ball in the opposite direction of its motion. Due to this friction force, the ball retards (gets slowed

down) and finally stops after some time covering small distance.

#464669

Topic: Newton's Second Law

= maFexternal

= 0Fexternal ⟹ a = 0

∴ − = 0vf vi

⟹ =vf v1
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What is the momentum of an object of mass m, moving with a velocity ? 

A

B

C

D

Solution

We know that momentum,which is a scalar quantity.So according to definition for a moving body it's motion is measured by the product of it's mass and velocity.

hence, 

where 

=momentum of a body.

=mass of the body.

=velocity of the body

S.I unit of momentum is kg.m/sec.

 

Momentum of an object is defined as the product of its mass and the velocity with which the object is moving.

Let velocity of the object be    and its mass be  

#464675

Topic: Newton's Third Law

According to the third law of motion when we push on an object, the object pushes back on us with an equal and opposite force. If the object is a massive truck parked along

the roadside, it will probably not move. A student justifies this by answering that the two opposite and equal forces cancel each other. Comment on this logic and explain why

the truck does not move. 

Solution

When we push a truck parked along the roadside, then the road applies a static friction force in the opposite direction of force applied on the truck to oppose  the motion of

truck. The static friction is adjustable in nature, i.e.,  the road offers only the required amount of friction force to keep the truck at rest. If we apply more force, the road applies

more friction force (up to a highest value, known as limiting value of static friction. Hence the friction force cancels out the force applied.

Here student's justification is that the two opposite and equal forces cancel each other and hence the truck does not move. However, the student did not specify which two

forces the student is talking about. The statement is valid for force on truck and friction. If the student referred to action and reaction force, then the explanation is invalid

because those act on different bodies. Here, action is acting on truck while reaction is acting on the man pushing the truck. 

#464679

Topic: Newton's Second Law

A hockey ball of mass g travelling at m  is struck by a hockey stick so as to return it along its original path with a velocity at m . Calculate the change of

momentum occurred in the motion of the hockey ball by the force applied by the hockey stick. 

Solution

Initial velocity of the ball,           (- sign shows the opposite direction)

Final velocity of the ball,      

Mass of the ball, 

 

Net change in the momentum of the ball, 

#464699

Topic: Newton's Third Law

v

(mv)2

mv2

m
1

2
v2

mv

= mvp ⃗ 

p ⃗ 

m

v

v m

∴ Momentum,  P = mv

200 10 s−1 5 s−1

u = −10 ms−1

v = 5 ms−1

m = 200 g = 0.2 kg

ΔP = −Pf Pi

ΔP = mv−mu = m× 5 −m× (−10)

∴ ΔP = 15 ×m = 15 × 0.2 = 3 kg m s−1
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Akhtar, Kiran and Rahul were riding in a motorcar that was moving with a high velocity on an expressway when an insect hit the windshield and got stuck on the windscreen.

Akhtar and Kiran started pondering over the situation. Kiran suggested that the insect suffered a greater change in momentum as compared to the change in momentum of the

motorcar(because the change in the velocity of the insect was much more than that of the motorcar). Akhtar said that since the motorcar was moving with a larger velocity, it

exerted a larger force on the insect. And as a result the insect died. Rahul while putting an entirely new explanation said that both the motorcar and the insect experienced the

same force and a change in their momentum. Comment on these suggestions. 

Solution

Kiran's statement:

Change in momentum of the insect and the motorcar is equal by conservation of momentum. The velocity of insect changes significantly because its mass is very small

compared to the motorcar. Similarly, the velocity of motorcar is very insignificant because its mass is very large compared to the insect. Hence, Kiran's statement is false.

Akhtar's statement:

By newton's third law of motion, action and reaction force are equal and opposite and they act on different bodies. Hence, the motorcar and insect both experience the same

force. Since the mass of the insect is very small compared to the motorcar, it suffers a huge change of velocity as compared to the car. Due to this, insect dies. Hence, Akhtar's

statement is false.

Rahul's Statement:

As discussed before, both the motorcar and the insect experience the same force and change in momentum. Hence, Rahul's statement is correct.

#464703

Topic: Newton's Second Law

How much momentum will a dumb-bell of mass kg transfer to the floor if it falls from a height of cm ? Take its downward acceleration to be m  

Solution

Given, 

Mass

Height, 

by third equation of motion, we can get velocity,

So, velocity 

Now Momentum ,

So, 

Given :               Height from which it falls          cm    m

                           Mass of the dumb-bell        

                           Initial velocity of the dumb-bell   

Let its velocity when it strikes the floor be    

Using         

                 

Change in momentum of the dumb-bell        

  

Hence the dumb-bell transfer the momentum of    to the floor

10 80 10 s−2

= 10kg

S = 80cm = 0.8m

g = 10m/s2

= + 2gSv2 u2

⇒ = 2 ∗ 10 ∗ 0.8 = 16 = 4m/sv2

= 4m/s

= mass× velocity

⇒ 10 × 4 = 40kgm/s

h = 80 = 0.8

m = 10kg

u = 0

v

− = 2ahv2 u2

− 0 = 2 × 10 × 0.8v2
⟹ v = 4 ms−1

ΔP = mv−mu

ΔP = 10 × 4 − 0 = 40kgms−1

40 kgms−1


